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To adjust where the scope is To lock, rotate As with any Moisten surface Special tools The Lifetime
Limited Warranty This warranty gives you You may have other rights which vary from country.
Spread the tripod legs and set on a solid surface. The tube with the varipower ring and the eyepiece
will move “in” and “out” depending on the direction the ring is turned. When 5. CAUTION the tube is
all the way. Create one here. Bushnell Laser Boresighter. Sportview 4x 15mm. Bushnell Discount
Bushnell Sportview Spotting Scope. Wondershare mobilego for Android Pro Registration Code.67
Items Find Bushnell Sportview for sale at GunBroker.com, the worlds largest gun auction site. You
can buy Bushnell Sportview with confidence from 18 Feb 2012 Manufactured from 196275, Bushnell
Sportview 4x, 15mm scope hazy with 3 magazines total, dual magazine pouch, reproduction manual,
Bushnell Product manuals. Bushnell sportview 4x15mm manual.Bushnell Riflescopes manuals. Learn
more about Bushnells riflescopes and how to properly maintain your Bushnell product. SportView.
Videoscope Bushnell Riflescopes manuals. Learn more about Bushnells riflescopes and how to
properly maintain your Bushnell product. SportView. Videoscope I have a Bushnell Sprotiew 4x,
15mm scope mounted on a Mossburg.22 rifle. My shots are hitting Manual bushnell sportview
3x9x.32 scope. Item 42 2152 bushnell telescope manual bushnell sportsman bushnell sportview 4x
15mm bushnell bushnell sportview spotting scope screw propellor View and Download Bushnell
Sportview 781545 user manual online. 1545 x 50mm VariPower Spotting Scope. Sportview 781545
Telescope pdf manual Creators are allowed to post content they produce to the platform, so long as
they comply with our policies. United Kingdom. Company number 10637289. These scopes use a set
of coated lenses that reduce glare and a set of focus dials to bring the subject into
view.http://www.triangle-electronics.com/assets/userfiles/dell-inspiron-e1505-manual-user.xml

bushnell sportview manual, bushnell sportview 3 9x32 manual, bushnell sportview
review, bushnell sportview scope manual, bushnell sportview 4x32 manual, bushnell
sportview 3x9 manual, bushnell sportview 10x50 manual, bushnell sportview owners
manual, bushnell sportview 4x12x40 manual, bushnell sportview 4 12x40 manual,
bushnell sportview manual, bushnell sportview manual, bushnell sportview manual u
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4124, bushnell sportview manual, bushnell sportview manual u 4124, bushnell
sportview 3-7x20mm manual, bushnell sportview 3x9x40 manual, bushnell sportview
4-12x40 manual.

Most of the Sportview line of scopes are equipped with a tripod that helps steady the scope during
use. Bushnell includes a hard carrying case for transporting the scope to your viewing areas. Turn
the scope over to expose the mounting screwholes for the tripod. Insert the tripod setscrew into the
mounting hole and turn the tripod clockwise to secure it against the scope. Pull the legs of the tripod
down and set the leg locks a clasp that clicks, indicating it is locked into position. Set the tripod onto
the ground so the scope is supported. Look through the eye piece and find a subject to view. Keep
your subject, at first, within 100 yards. Turn the main focus dial the larger of the two until the
subject appears closer than before, yet still seems fuzzy around the edges. Turn the second focus
dial to clear the fuzzy edges and make the image sharp and crisp. Store the scope and tripod in the
carrying case when youre done. Remove the tripod for transport. References Bushnell Sportview
Scopes Techtalk Bushnell Sportview Scopes About the Author A former Alaskan of 20 years, Eric
Cedric now resides in California. He worked in Russia, Iceland, Greece, Turkey and Belize. Cedric
attended Syracuse University and is a private pilot. Lastmanuals provides you a fast and easy access
to the user manual BUSHNELL SPORTVIEW. We hope that this BUSHNELL SPORTVIEW user guide
will be useful to you. This booklet will help you achieve optimum performance by explaining how to
use its various features and how to care for it. The following photographs are guides to the
nomenclature and location of the riflescope parts mentioned throughout this text. Power Change
Ring Fast Focus Elevation Adjustment Objective Lens ShoulderThis setting provides you with the
ideal adjustment range from the center position. Do this by placing the scope in a solid Vblock
cardboard box with two slots. While looking through the scope in a normal viewing position,
carefully rotate the
scope.http://globalewastemanagement.com/gemsuserfiles/dell-inspiron-desktop-service-manual.xml
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If target still rotates, use adjustments to correct. When stillhunting or stalking game, a variable
scope should be set to the lowest power. You then have the widest field of view for quick shots at
close range.To change range focus, turn the Objective Adjustment Ring and align the number with
the distance index dot. An alternative method is to look through the scope and turn the Objective
Adjustment Ring until the target, at whatever range, is sharply focused. Use a highquality mount
with bases designed to fit your particular rifle. The scope should be mounted as low as possible
without touching either the barrel or the receiver. Carefully follow the instructions packed with the
scope mounts you have selected. Before tightening the mount rings, look through the scope in your
normal shooting position. Adjust the scope either forward or backward until you find the furthest
point forward to ensure maximum eye relief that allows you to see a full field of view.This warranty
does not cover damages caused by misuse or improper handling, installation or maintenance of the
product. In any way cant Lastmanuals be held responsible if the document you are looking for is not
available, incomplete, in a different language than yours, or if the model or language do not match
the description. Lastmanuals, for instance, does not offer a translation service. How can I get a users
manual for it. Im not even sure what size it is 432 how do I adjust it.I just now discovered I. The
adjustment wheel is frozen.It is not a. Answer questions, earn points and help others. Learn more
about our ReturnIf you cannot upgrade your browser or use an alternative device to visit us,One of
the reasons were so enthusiastic about Bushnells premium optics is their phenomenal warranties
and instructional manuals, which are found online. Bushnell Warranties show how confident
Bushnell is in the quality of their gear. Its no big surprise that theyre so confident.

Bushnell is one of our top brands, with millions of visitors every year looking for the best in sports
optics, so were very happy that they offer such an outstanding set of warranties. Of course, as
always, if you have any questions about the warranties, quality of the products or more, our product
specialists are here to help. To order replacement parts or components or repair your Bushnell
Performance Sport Optics Product you should contact Bushnell Customer Service tollfree
8004233537, and they will be happy to help! Do NOT send accessory items such as dust caps,
carrying case, eyepieces, mounts, etc. If you live in the United States your repair should be sent to
After reading your letter a technician will evaluate your unit to determine what repairs are needed
and whether or not warranty coverage will be applicable. It is our option to repair or replace your
unit. If your unit is NOT covered under warranty an estimate for repair or replacement will be
mailed to you. You will have 20 days to respond, either accepting or declining the recommendation.
If you accept the recommendation for repair or replacement you will need to provide payment. That



can be in the form of a check, money order, or if you prefer, by MasterCard or VISA. If the repair or
replacement is covered under warranty, you will receive no additional correspondence. Your
repaired unit or a comparable replacement of equal value and function will be shipped to you via
UPS within the normal turnaround time which may vary seasonally. Yardage Pro 200500 Binoculars
pdf manual download. Bushnell Yardage Pro Sport 450 201916 Pdf User Manuals. View online or
download Bushnell Yardage Pro Sport 450 201916 User Manual. Yardage Pro Sport. 450. Laser
Rangefinder. Code 431550. Operating. Instructions for secure online ordering of all our products.
Bushnells Yardage Pro 400 is a laser rangefinding monocular.

http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/78992

It blends a 5times magnification scope with an LCD viewing screen; the devices illuminated View
and Download Bushnell Yardage Pro XGC user manual online. Bushnell Yardage Pro XGC User
Guide. Yardage Pro XGC GPS pdf manual download.INTRODUCTION. Your Bushnell YARDAGE PRO
TOUR is the worlds smallest and most advanced laser. The Bushnell Yardage Pro 500 is a
laserequipped range finder. This piece of gear is used for hunting, target shooting, photography and
wildlife viewing This User Manual was created for you to get the most out of your new device and
assist with GPS enabled golf course files for use on your Yardage Pro XG. Product Manuals.
Binoculars; Riflescopes; Trail Cameras; Spotting Scopes; Laser Rangefinders; GPS; Outdoor Tech;
PowerSync Edited annual report for publication, Cryptic crossword guide, M p compact guide rod
laser, Ft sam houston dd form 1172, Lionheart character guide. Reload to refresh your session.
Reload to refresh your session. If you have lost or thrown out the CD with the Bushnell manual and
you need advice with settings, error messages or are just interested in the capabilities and different
functions of your Bushnell, then you can download a user manual from the Bushnell website. If the
manufacturer’s website does not give instructions on where to download a Bushnell user manual,
then you will find plenty of Bushnell fans in our database. Take a look at our discussion forum for
your particular product, a more experienced Bushnell user will surely be able to help you with the
settings. We’re trying to help you find exactly what you’re looking for to keep you coming back.A
useful zoom range provides the magnification required for medium to long range accuracy wi. This
2nd focal plane reticle has four. A builtin IR illuminator. A side rail enables acc. Interchangeable
lenses let you monitor a trail like a traditional game camera, or. A fully multicoated leadfree optical
path provides NatureView spotting scope with en.
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It features Angle Range Compensation ARC technology which makes this device handy for archers
and riflemen alike. ARC. This AR Optics series sight features a brightnessadjustable 3 MOA red dot
that. The Spot High,. Its 42mm objectives provide competent lightgathering capabilities for use from
dawn to dusk. The BackTrack DTOUR GPS Green, 6Languages from Bushnell is a personal location
finder and digital compass utilizing GPS technology that lets you know where you are. Try Google
Search! However, when I charge it, the red light become green for a second and then still on the
charge starts to flash red again. No accounts or sign ups necessary!While you are waiting, you will
have the opportunity toThe time required is typically tied to the size of the manual. Saying no will
not stop you from seeing Etsy ads, but it may make them less relevant or more repetitive.Please
update to the latest version. Both registration and sign in support using google and facebook
accounts. Escape will close this window.Etsy may send you communications; you may change your
preferences in your account settings.Learn more Shoulder Camera Bag. For Instax Wide 300 or
Instax Mini cameras.Classic Nikon Manual Wide Angle LensPlease Log in to subscribe.Register to
confirm your address. Please try again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel
please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. In order to
navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. Register a free business account Not for children under 3 yrs. Please try your
search again later.No matter what your purpose, youll find a variety of magnifications, styles and
sizes, and fullycoated optics for bright, vivid images. Bushnell PowerView compact binoculars
combine contemporary styling and design with traditional Bushnell quality and durability. They are
easy to use and economical and feature generalpurpose roof prisms.

https://www.freizeitbauwagen.de/images/bpx500.1-manual.pdf
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Their black rubber armoring ensures they can sustain active use. Bushnells PowerView compact
binoculars include a carrying case and a neck strap for convenience and comfort on the go.No
matter what your purpose, youll find a variety of magnifications, styles and sizes, and fullycoated
optics for bright, vivid images. Bushnells PowerView compact binoculars include a carrying case and
a neck strap for convenience and comfort on the go. The companys guiding principle is to provide
the highest quality, most reliable, and most affordable sports optics products on the market. High
powered magnification makes these packalong binoculars popular for viewing wildlife. Learn More
To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple
average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought
the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later. Chris
5.0 out of 5 stars They always seemed to catch light better than anything I have ever owned or used.
I have never had a single complaint nor have they ever required more than a cleaning. Each of my
hunting buddies swear by one brand or another. Most prefer Leupold and Nikon for more specific
reasons and after spending several thousand dollars on trail cameras and having most of them fail in
only a few weeks, my hunting group was extremely upset because that was the worst season we ever
had. I told myself it must have just been a bad batch 9 of 14 failed but thats electronics. So I bought
these for my son to use when we went hiking and he kept complaining how he couldnt see well out
of them and they gave him a headache. After a mile or so I decided to give them out a try and sure
enough, it wasnt inexperience. The field of vision is POOR and thats being kind and whatever
coating being used on the lenses was upsetting.

I went to the store and looked at two different pairs of trophy Binoculars that were on the expensive
side and I noticed how poor the optics have become. However they are coating the lenses these days
has killed my loyalty to the brand. The quality just isnt there anymore. It made me feel like a
company that took pride in producing the best quality product they could, to a company run by
beancounters and penny pinchers for profits sake. Im actually hurt. For years I used to argue with
my friends about what greatness was to being almost embarrassed to having the name on any of my
hunting gear.I could make out a cars license plate number from over 100yards away.These are great
for the size and great for letting little kids borrowkeep it no problem. Drop it, not a care in the
world. Get it stick. well a where do little kids always find stuff to get their hands sticky when you
thought you knew for a fact there was nothing to aid them and their little stickier fingers.The first
number is magnification so it is 8x. The second number is the lens size so dont expect great low light
performance or an especially wide field of view.First one had a crack in a lens. Second one had a
loose and inop focus wheel. Third one would not focus both eyes. Fourth pair had so much water
spots and debris inside them that the image looked like it was dusk or dawn when it was noon and
bright and sunny outside.Just what I wanted. Solid construction. Tight and smooth hinges and focus
roller. Rubbery grip. Look cool too.First, as might be expected of something at this price point, QC
and build construction seems to not be the best. There was an internal crack or possibly some
foreign object inside of it. The focus knob has kind of a vague inconsistent movement. The included
pouch, though it might break in, isnt very convenient to get them in and out. Visual quality was fine
otherwise, and I was actually surprised at how much 8x magnification actually is.

http://www.caribbeandentist.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626
e5b208ca19---43-vortec-service-manual.pdf

I ordered a slightly higher magnification and larger objective lens version for my wifes bird spotting
purposes. I am awaiting a replacement, and will nudge up the rating assuming the replacement is
mo betta.I originally bought this 12x for the opera and I also got the 8x for my wife. 12x is just too
much for the opera, and 8x was great. At 12x it was hard to focus and this did not pull enough light
so everything was dark. During the day it works great but then you still have shaking issues. I think
at 12x you really need to start looking at binoculars with image stabilizers. All in all this product is
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solid, can take drops, and does its purpose. My only issue is that it is very hard to focus.I took a punt
and can honestly say that these bins are excellent the field of view is good the magnification good
and the build quality excellent. Now they arent going to see the craters on the moon but for a pocket
pair of bins you cant go far wrong.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again They are
absolutely great for the price. We are both keen birders, but cant spend a fortune on expensive
equipment. I have a pair of Nikon binoculars, and these are just as good, in terms of clarity, focus,
and also being lightweight. Our only small criticism is the neck cord which isnt as comfortable to
wear as a flat strap.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again I wanted these for an
upcoming trip to London where we were going on the London eye. They worked a treat and the kids
enjoyed using them. They have been a god send on future trips as my littlest loves to use the coin
operated binoculars so these have been perfect. Too views can be had and they were brilliant atop
the Eiffel Tower. Also great for bird watching. The binoculars are well made, sturdy and have a good
little carry bag. Nice and small to fit in a rucksack for days out.Sorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again Not great binoculars but then not much money.

Amazon customer service were great in refunding the purchase, but if I were you Id avoid
these.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again I was pleasantly surprised with build
quality and the high quality of the lenses. Excellent, general use binoculars. UPDATE. After using
the binoculars several times. The right optic detached from the main body. It appears to have just
been glued there instead of screwed. Its not possible to realign the optics, so the binoculars are no
longer useable. On close inspection, the binoculars arent as well made as they at first appeared.
Now scrapped.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Really big bins with powerful
magnification need a tripod or to be held very steadily. I use them for boating well, not quite boating
as such but looking for buoys and markers! and they do an excellent job. I also use them for a little
amateur bird watching. Easy to carry and deploy. Highly recommended, especially at this
price.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again As for the binoculars themselves, very pleased, clear image, good magnification,
reasonable price When buying them, I did suspect I would be sent the other version of this model, so
not overly disappointed.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Her father, who is
familiar with binoculars, said they were very good, easy to focus and well constructed.Sorry, we
failed to record your vote. Please try again The image is clearer and sharper with no distortion. Thay
are also much better built. Recommended.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again
Theyre compact, lightweight and easy to pack in my bag, but my only regret is the cord whereas I
would have preferred a proper strap to put round my neck.Sorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again The main use was for whale watching. For this these were perfect. Theyre
lightweight and compact.

The 10X magnification was perfect.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again However
theyre not very bright, the focus mechanism is not accurate and the dioptre adjustment has to be
adjusted depending on your focus range, so youre fiddling with it constantly. If you dont need good
binos, this cheap and cheerful pair will suffice for simple spotting.Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key
to navigate to the next or previous heading. For your consideration is a nice pair of older binoculars
Details.God Bless you and have a beautiful day. Please General information I will send an eBay
message to you when your item is packed and ready to ship. I am a Seventh Day Adventist and do
not ship on Saturdays. Items paid for on Friday will be shipped Monday or Tuesday. Sometimes
paper for sturdier items and peanuts for fragile items. Shipping is determined by eBays shipping
calculator. You pay only the actual cost of shipping. This uses my zip code. Your zip codedistance
size and weight of packaged item. I only add.19 to price of shipping for delivery confirmation. This is
part of actual shipping and is automatically added by eBay when shipping is paid. If actual shipping
is less than paid. I do issue a refund through your paypal account. I do combine shipping and



packaging costs determined by distance. Weight and size of items being sent. One box usually costs
less than two. I will need your zip code to give your a quote for combined shipping. At 1000 Yds.
Fully Coated Optics Lightmedium signs of previous use. Save a Trip when you buy from me. I will
ship this item conveniently to your mailbox. You are buying a product that has been picked for its
usefulness or desirability. The items I pick are typically quality made items that are selected for
serviceability, quality, and country of originwhenever possible I believe in keeping money within the
USA, at ground level.

By repurposing items, I can provision goods to you as a wise choice over buying through
conventional channels and their subsequent wealth flows. Quick shipments normally within one
business day. If you would like to buy an item like this one. Please favor me as your source. I am
eager to help you buy confidently and be happy with your purchase. Please ask me if you have any
questions. Your item will ship promptly. Thank you for viewing my listings. Be well and have a
blessed day. Included are Binoculars 2 Lens caps Strap Case with strap and snap.Happy to ship
elsewhere but please email me for ship rates outside of the contiguous US before bidding. Thanks
for viewing my auction and good luck bidding. RcmdId ViewItemDescV4,RlogId
p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Fvo%7B%3Dd70f%2Bf54%3E1445ab213050x10b THESE BINOCULARS ARE
EARLY 1980s. THEY ARE IN. more GOOD WORKING ORDER.Will combine shipping. Will combine
shipping. For your consideration is a nice pair of older binoculars Details.God Bless you and have a
beautiful day. I will need your zip code to give your a quote for combined shipping. Thank you very
much for checking out our auctions. Shipping We ship most small and lighter items USPS first class
or priority mail. Heavier or larger items are usually shipped FedEx or UPS at our option. We do offer
combined shipping with our other listings and depending on what items you are hoping to have sent
together. The cost of shipping may increase substantially or sometimes may not increase at all.
International bidders We love to ship internationally. When you bid. You agree to the following terms
The final bid price will be declared as the value on the customs form. You are responsible for all
duties, customs fees, and taxes. First Class International mail is used for most items when they are
less than 4 pounds. This overrides any flat or calculated rate costs. We are easy to deal with and
understand that Life sometimes gets in the way of Getting Things Done.

The easiest way to contact us is by Ebay message system. If we have NOT received ANY
Communications from you within 4 or 5 days.If you have communicated with us and discussed
payment terms. Then we will be patient and understanding Thank you. Inkfrog terapeak. I000000.
InkFrog Analytics. Instafocus feature. Comes with carry strap. Marked; Bushnell Japan. Comes with
hard carry case with strap Great addition to your kit. Condition Good. Fully operational. No lens cap.
Some signs of wear on body. Terms Payment must be received within 5 days of the end of the
auction. Shipping Shipping to US customers Tuesday and Friday 800 am. Shipping discounted on
multiple purchases for a reduction in shipping cost. Satisfaction guaranteed. See return policy
below. Check out my other items! Be sure to add me to your favorites list! For your consideration is
a nice pair of older binoculars Details.God Bless you and have a beautiful day. I will need your zip
code to give your a quote for combined shipping. THESE BINOCULARS ARE EARLY 1980s. THEY
ARE IN. more GOOD WORKING ORDER.For your consideration is a nice pair of older binoculars
Details.God Bless you and have a beautiful day. I will need your zip code to give your a quote for
combined shipping. Included are Binoculars 2 Lens caps Strap Case with strap and snap.Happy to
ship elsewhere but please email me for ship rates outside of the contiguous US before bidding.
RcmdId ViewItemDescV4,RlogId
p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Fvo%7B%3Dd70f%2Bf54%3E1445ab213050x10b For your consideration is a
nice pair of older binoculars Details By Bushnell Sportview Fully coated optics Instafocus 7 X 35
Wide angle 500 at 1000 yds. God Bless you and have a beautiful day. I am a Seventh Day Adventist
and do not ship on.Sometimes paper for sturdier items and peanuts for fragile items. Shipping is
determined by eBays shipping calculator. I will need your zip code to give your a quote for combined



shipping.

Used Good to very good condition kk Check out our other listings. As we will combine shipping when
possible. We have an excellent reputation for packaging. We use bubble wrap and packing peanuts
for all breakable or fragile items. Check out our other items here. Be sure to add us to your favorites
list. Go to our store here. Thank you for your interest. We have been selling since 2003. No condition
problems that we can see. Please feel free to ask any questions prior to purchase. Lightly used
Bushnell Sportview Rifle Scope.These have been lighty used. No scuffing or wear visible. Case is
also in very good condition Powered by The free listing tool. List your items fast and easy and
manage your active items. And for your consideration In very good used condition Bushnell
Sportview. Insta Focus, fully coated optics 10x50 binoculars with leather carrying case. They could
use a mild cleaning, which I will leave for the winning bidder. The binoculars have a few small
scratchesidentified with text in one of the pictures The case is missing the latch for closingalso in
pictures and there is a rub mark on the top of the leather case. Other than those small things, they
have been tried and tested and work beautifully.Please Let Us Know If You Are Bidding On Any Of
Our Other Items And Need Us To Wait To Send You A Final Invoice. Communication Is KEY. We
Offer A 100% Satisfaction Guarantee With Every Item We Sell. Dont Forget To Add Us To Your
Favorites List. If You Have Any Questions Feel.Secure, Insured and Arriving In A Timely Manner.
The Cost Of Shipping Is Provided To Help You Make A Well Informed Decision To Base Your Bidding
On. Our Auction Items Are Always At Very Low Starting Bids To Give You The Best Deals.
International Buyers Please Note Import duties. Taxes and charges are not included in the item price
or shipping charges. These charges are the buyers responsibility.

These charges are normally collected by the delivering freightshipping company or when you pick
the item up. ANY RETURNS OR CANCELLATIONS WILL INCUR A RESTOCKING FEE OF 20% OF
THE ITEM PRICE Powered by On May2713 at 100745 PDT. Seller added the following information I
Always Start My Auctions Low and Let them Go. Be sure to Check my Other Auctions for More Great
Deals. We keep Our Shipping Low and DO Combine Shipping. Bid with Confidence. Read my
Feedback! Good Luck and Thank you for Looking! 1RcmdId ViewItemDescV4,RlogId
p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Feog4d72f%2B%3E%3B1%3F13fd1c6bdd70x106 Used in near mint condition.
Case has partial broken clasp replaced with Velcro strip.Bushnell Sportview 782061 20 60x60 mm
with Tripod Spotting Scope Item descriptionfrom manufacturer The Bushnell Sportview 782061 20
60x60 mm with Tripod Spotting Scope comes from retailer as display. Overstock, or customer return
item. There are case, tripod, and manual. If anything is not in the description or not in the picture, it
is not included. Three times zoom ratio for casual observation and closeup detail Fully coated optics
and 60mm objective for increased brightness Lightweight for field use Includes nonreflective tripod
and case PAYMENT DETAILS.SHIPPING DETAILS We will ship within 1 business day after receiving
cleared payment. Shipping and Handling charge represent the actual cost of shipping. Packing
material, and labor. Please contact us for shipping quote to PR. Guam, US Virgin Island, American
Samoa, Alaska, Hawaii, and International. Any International customs charges and duties are the
responsibility of the buyer. RETURNS Please inspect the item carefully. Buyer will be responsible for
all return shipping fees. Charges will apply to all missing parts. 15% restocking fee will be charged
for returning an item that is not defective and bought in error or not in original condition. OTHER
INFORMATION Customer is our first priority. We will work with you to improve your buying
experience.
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